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DIGITAL PRESENCE – A BUSINESS MODEL 

 

Digital presence. As marketers, we want to talk about it. We want our clients to 
be aware, so that they can be responsible for their own success. We want to give 
them structure, so that they can apply their ideas, optimize process and make 
streamlined business decisions more effectively. One way to understand how this 
works, is to follow a simple model that outlines four core digital marketing 
services and their concepts, arranged to work alongside the VWM Digital 
Marketing Plan + Brand Concept Kit. 

 

Here's a brief synopsis: 

 

The Digital Presence Business Model simplifies the functionality of four core 
digital marketing services. The four core services we use are - web development, 
social media management, SEO and branding. Following another model called 
Simpler & Larger, we connect the services to a few simple ideas as a way to keep 
a primary focus. Simpler & Larger is a basic notion that work should be easily 
understood and done, so that the business can consider a greater capacity. The 
harmony between concept and functionality makes it easier to apply the services 
each step of the way. And used together, the services become intact, stable and 
strong. Your brand's core attributes will become more refined and you will begin 
to see fluidity and consistency throughout your total business approach. 

 

The 4 core services and their core concepts are: 

 

1. Web Development - IDENTITY (analytical, logical, objective); left-brained; 
efficiency 

2. Social Media Management - IMAGE (intuitive, thoughtful, subjective); right-
brained; passion 

3. Branding - CORE (central, definite, overall); heart/insight; innovation 
4. Search Engine Optimization - FOOTPRINT (forward thinking, capacity, 

evolution); brain; mainstream 
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DIGITAL PRESENCE TRIANGLE

 

            

Analytical, logical, objective   Intuitive, thoughtful, subjective 
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efficiency
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present your 

image
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ADDITIONAL NOTES 

 

IMAGE 

Definition: Your image is WHO you are or the general impression that you, your 
organization and product/service present to the outside world. 

Concept: Your image on Social Media contributes to greater causes of community 
engagement, social wellness and societal mentality. 

Social Media development can help - 

• Apply relevant content to attract & impress a target audience 

• Monitor viewer interactions to cultivate opportunities for growth 

• Build online campaigns to establish your company’s values/work approach 

 

IDENTITY 

Definition: Your identity is WHAT you, your organization and product/service do 
in basic + whole terms. 

Concept: Web design is advertising for your company. What you present to your 
audience should be clear, concise and a fair reflection of what you do. It is 
important to give viewers something to remember and to leave room for 
interpretation. 

Web development can help - 

• Decrease the need to maintain or pay someone else to look after your website 

• Develop a layout/navigation pattern with greater visual strength/hierarchy 

• Fully utilize form + function to help your audience understand what you do. For 
example: proper positioning of search bar and contact us button, a blog/vlog 
feature, an image gallery, links to online databases, etc. 

 

FOOTPRINT 

Definition: Your footprint tells us WHERE your company has been, where they are 

now and where they are primed to go. 

Concept: SEO impacts the science and analytics of algorithms, integral systems 

that affect new forms of learning and strategic developments for business entities 

in today’s digital landscape. 

SEO development can help - 
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• Increase your company’s digital ranking by fostering an online infrastructure 

• Create demand, thus linking you to groups with relatable areas of expertise 

• Use keywords to identify significant activities and where viewers are trying to 

go 

 

CORE 

Definition: Your company’s brand is the representational heart & soul of your 

vision, mission, values and work approach. It explains WHY you do what you do. 

Concept: In ancient civilizations, symbols were used as language and currency. 

Imagine if your company’s branding had that kind of impact! The best brands in 

the world consider every demographic and reach out to all groups 

(psychographics) without fear or judgement. 

Branding development can help -  

• Explore the potential of your company leading to dynamic progress and 

success 

• Evolve your brand with a specific and targeted strategy & identity 

• Integrate foundational elements that your audience will look for and identify 

with. For example: graphics, logos, art & illustration or promotional materials 

like signage, brochures and business cards 

 

CONCLUSION 

Once we are able to fully integrate the services to their concepts, we end up with 

an outcome or an answer to WHEN will the business come into fruition. Then the 

question becomes HOW – how will we execute? For this next step, please refer to 

the VWM Digital Marketing Plan + Brand Concept Kit. 


